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Relationship between the overall permutation and time-reversal symmetries
in the nonlinear optical hyperpolarizabilities
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The overall-permutation-symmetry property of the nonlinear optical hyperpolarizabilities in a nondis-

sipative medium is examined to find that the time-reversal symmetry is already assumed in the Manley-
Rowe power relation, a basic relation adopted in the derivation of the overall permutation symmetry.
This indicates that the overall permutation symmetry is a consequence of the time-reversal symmetry.
The quantum-mechanical expression of hyperpolarizability is shown to satisfy both the overall permuta-
tion and the time-reversal symmetry explicitly. From the extended symmetry relation, it is predicted
that second-harmonic generation and difference-frequency generation, two different nonlinear optical
processes, are governed by the same parameter.

PACS number(s): 42.50.—p, 42.65.An, 42.62.Fi, 35.20.My

Symmetry properties of nonlinear optical hyperpolar-
izabilities are of importance in distinguishing each micro-
scopic nonlinear optical process and understanding the
relations between different nonlinear optical processes.
Spatial symmetry of the optical medium, for example,
determines the nonvanishing components of the macro-
scopic nonlinear optical susceptibility tensor

(co;co„co2,. . . ) with co = —co, —co2
— . In a

nondissipative system, in addition to the spatial symme-
try, there exist two important symmetries satisfied by the
microscopic nonlinear optical hyperpolarizabilities
@I'"k (co;co„co~,. . . ) with co = —co) —coq

—. . One is
the overall permutation symmetry (OPS), and the other is
the time-reversal symmetry (TRS). OPS states that the
microscopic nonlinear optical polarizabilities are invari-
ant under a simultaneous permutation of the index pairs
among (i, co ), (j,co&), (k, co2), . . . . Originally the invari-
ance of yI,".„' (co;co„co2,. . . ) under a permutation of ten-
sor indices i,j,k, . . . without permuting the correspond-
ing optical frequencies m, co, , cu2, . . . was discovered
by Kleinman [I]. By considering the Kleinman sym-
metry of a nonlinear optical susceptibility in a given
medium, the physical mechanism for each nonlinear
optical process can be identified. OPS is a
higher symmetry than Kleinman's, and was first
noted by Armstrong et al. [2] from the examination of
the explicit quantum-mechanical expression of
yIlk (co;co&,co2, . . . ). Even though OPS is obvious from
the explicit form of hyperpolarizabilities, it is related to
the Manley-Rowe power relation, which has an impor-
tant physical significance. More importantly, OPS can be
derived from the Manley-Rowe power relation [3]. On
the other hand, TRS, a more fundamental symmetry than
OPS, is related to the change of the sign of time in a
physical process [4]. Electromagnetic interaction is a
time-reversal invariant. Hence, in a nonlinear optical
process, one of the electromagnetic interactions, TRS
holds rigorously. Usually TRS is treated separately from
OPS, and OPS and TRS are known as two independent
symmetries of a nondissipative optical system [5]. For in-

dU, dU „
, co „dt =0. (2)

The Manley-Rowe relation describes the exchange of
power between the wave fields interacting in a purely
reactive, nondissipative nonlinear optical medium. From
the Manley-Rowe power relation OPS can be derived

stance, TRS was invoked to show the absence of macro-
scopic electro-optic effects in optically active isotropic
liquids, distinguished from OPS [6,7]. In this Brief Re-
port, we investigate the assumptions made in the deriva-
tion of OPS, and find that OPS is a consequence of TRS.
We also prove that explicitly by examining the quantum-
mechanical expression of the nonlinear optical hyperpo-
larizability. Furthermore, from the extended symmetry
relation, we discover that a second-harmonic generation
and a difFerence-frequency generation, two seemingly un-
related nonlinear optical processes, are governed by the
same parameter.

Let us look at the Manley-Rowe power relation briefly.
In a nondissipative system, the nonlinear interaction be-
tween the optical fields and the electronic charges in mol-
ecules results in the generation of harmonics. When
monochromatic waves with two incommensurate fre-
quencies co& and co& are incident on a nonlinear optical
medium, the optical nonlinearity gives rise to waves with
the combination frequencies co „=m co, + n coz (m and n

are integers). The conversion of frequencies through a
nonlinear optical process causes the change of N „(the
number of photons with the frequency co „) in time with
the total energy conserved:

dU dN „ dN,
=A'co, g m +A'co& g n =0 .

m, n
dt m, n

Since co, and co2 are incommensurate and the changes in
the photon numbers are integers, each summation in Eq.
(I) vanishes identically. In terms of the intensities of the
radiations U „ this condition gives the well-known
Manley-Rowe power relation
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Pi I ijk(~ &a~1&~2)Ej k (4)

Now let us look at the assumptions behind the Manley-
Rowe relation. In a microscopic process of the genera-
tion of harmonics, two incident waves with incommensu-
rate frequencies co, and co2 are assumed to generate waves
with harmonic frequencies ~ „. In a closer look, we will
see that a harmonics generation from two photons with
incommensurate frequencies is a time-reversal invariant
process. The time-reversed process for a sum-frequency
generation

cu „=mm&+nco2,

is a splitting of a photon with frequency co „ into pho-
tons with frequencies co& and co&. This splitting process
can be viewed as a sum-frequency generation of photons
with frequencies ~2 from two incident photons co „and

CO )'.

easily by considering the field energies of each frequency
involved in the nonlinear process. In the simple case of a
sum-frequency generation from co, and co2, the substitu-
tion of the field energies into the Manley-Rowe relation,
Eq. (2), leads to OPS [3]

~ijk(~a&~l&~2) ~jik(~1&~a&~2) ~kji(~2~~1~~a)

where 13,jk(co;coi, co2) is the second-order nonlinear opti-
cal hyperpolarizability relating the induced polarization

p; with the incident fields E ' and Ek', i.e.,

Under the time reversal the sign of the vector potential
A(x, t) appearing in the minimal coupling is changed,
i.e., the sign of a magnetic field is changed, while the sign
of an electric field remains unchanged [8]. Microscopic
hyperpolarizabilities behave differently under the time-
reversal operation (T) depending on the vector fields in-
volved. In the electric dipolar (El) approximation, only
the electric fields are responsible for the induced non-
linear polarization:

(n) CO ) COp

Pl Y ljk. . . (~ a& ~1~ ~2& )+j +k (8)

(n)
)'ijk . . ( .~a~ ~1~ ~2~. (10)

That is, taking the complex conjugate is identical to
changing the sign of optical frequencies. Therefore, when
TRS holds, the hyperpolarizabilities satisfy a simple rela-
tion

Therefore, under the time-reversal operation there is no
change of sign. All we need to do is to take the complex
conjugate of the hyperpolarizability

T[1'jk (~a;~1,~2, . . . )]
(n)e—)' jk

Now the reality condition of optical polarizabilities in the
time domain provides the following relation between the
complex conjugates of y,'jk (co;co„co2,. . . ):

(n)e ()'ijk . .(~a~~. i~~2~

COki=kCO „+I(—CO, )=kCO „—ICO, . (6)
(n) ~1 ~2

We note that the frequency co „=neo&+nco2 is always in-
commensurate with co& for nonzero integers m and n.
Equation (6) shows, then, the time-reversed process is
another harmonics generation from photon with incom-
mensurate frequencies. In fact, the new frequency cokI

generated in the time-reversed process can be cu2 when a
suitable choice of the integers k and l is made for given m
and n. That is, by substituting n „ into Eq. (6), we ob-
tain

loki = (km —l )co, +kn cu2 =kn co2 for km = l .

Therefore, TRS holds for a harmonics generation pro-
cess. From the implication of TRS in the assumptions
for the Manley-Rowe relation employed in the derivation
of OPS [Eq. (3)], it is evident that OPS is invariant under
the operation of time reversal. In other words, OPS in a
nondissipative medium is a consequence of TRS.

In the case of a sum-frequency generation, as a particular
example of Eq. (11), we find the OPS relation of Eq. (3)
should be extended to include TRS,

13ijk ( ~a~ ~i ~ ~2)

(12)

Now by use of OPS and the Hermitian property of the
dipole operator x, it can be shown explicitly that the non-
linear optical hyperpolarizability satisfies TRS from the
quantum-mechanical expression. Here we adopt the ex-
pression where OPS is explicitly stated by introducing the
total symmetrization operator ST permuting the pair of
indices (i, co ), (j,co, ), (k, co2) [4]. In the sum-frequency
generation, for example,

3 1
P;,k(~;~1,~2)= 2&T g &glx;lm & &mix, ln & &nlxklg&

4A ~mg +~a ~ng ~2

, Sr g &glx„lm & (mix, ln & (nlx, lg &

4A ~ng +~a ~mg ~2
3 1
2 ST & &g lxi, lm & & m lxj ln & & n lx,. Ig &4' Cgmg CO2 Cgng +Coa

3 1
2S'r g &glx;lm & (mix, ln & &nlxklg & =Pjk( ~.;

—~1, —~2),4' ~mg ~a ~ng +~2
(13)
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where the dummy variables m, n are exchanged, and OPS
operation is applied on the index pairs of (t, co ) and
(k, co~). Again, we find that TRS is implied in OPS for a
nondisspative optical medium.

OPS alone was examined experimentally in a potassi-
um dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) crystal by looking at an
electro-optic (EO) effect and an optical rectification pro-
cess [9]. It is found that the same parameter governs two
different processes of the EO effect and the optical
rectification process. Now the extended symmetry rela-
tion Eq. (12) predicts that there exists a new relation be-
tween two different nonlinear optical processes when de-
generate photons are involved. Interestingly, we find that

ptlk (co~ — 2co) co, co ) /3i k( co;.co 2co, co )

pl, k ( co; co~ =2co, co)

That is, a second-harmonic generation p,"k( —2co;co, co)
and a difference-frequency generation /3, &(

—co;2co, —co)
are governed by the same parameter. This can be exam-
ined relatively easily in a nondissipative regime of an
inorganic crystal such as a KDP crystal. Additionally,
the relation Eq. (14) reduces the number of independent
nonlinear optical susceptibility tensor components, allow-

ing an efficient design of phase-matching nonlinear opti-
cal crystals, for example. The extended symmetry rela-
tion, similar to Eq. (12), can also be found without any
difficulty in the third- and higher-order processes, which
will be useful in relating the apparently different non-
linear optical processes.

In summary, we have shown that the overall permuta-
tion symmetry of the microscopic nonlinear optical hy-
perpolarizabilites y';tk' (co;co„co2,. . . ) in a nondissipa-
tive optical medium is a consequence of the time-reversal
symmetry, as indicated from the time-reversal invariant
property of the microscopic harmonics generation pro-
cess in the Manley-Rowe power relation. The overall
permutation and time-reversal symmetry should be con-
sidered as one extended symmetry holding in a nondissi-
pative optical medium, rather than two independent sym-
metries. The relation between the overall permutation
and time-reversal symmetry reduces the number of in-
dependent nonlinear optical susceptibility tensor com-
ponents. In a second-order sum-frequency generation
process in a nondissipative regime, it is predicted that a
second-harmonic generation and a difference-frequency
generation are governed by the same parameter.
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